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The last two decades have seen the emergence of online communities that produce commons,
such as free/open source software or wikis. They are called online peer production communities.
Participation in these communities behaves in a peculiar way. While the participation distribution
typically exhibits strong levels of inequality across its participants, the collective effort is able to
produce goods of high quality and considerable size, such as Wikipedia or Linux to cite some
popular examples.
These communities usually follow the 1-9-90 rule (Nielsen, 2006), that is, a 1% of the commu-
nity population are core contributors concentrating the majority of workload; a 9% are occasional
contributors, with sporadic contributions; and a 90% are ”consumers”, which do not directly con-
tribute, but may do it indirectly, e.g. increasing the visibility of the project. More precisely, the
distribution of participation in these communities is said to follow a power-law like distribution.
The distribution of work in online peer production communities is a topic that has attracted a lot of
research attention (Kittur et al. (2007); Ortega et al. (2008); Fuster Morell (2010)). However, the
distribution of work is typically summarized by means of the Gini coefficient, or by other metrics
that focus in one aspect of the distribution, and ignore the rest of them (Serrano et al. (2018)). In
fact, the case is similar to that of economic inequality (Cowell (2011)).
Symbolic data analysis make possible to directly study distributions, without relying on descriptive
summaries that focus in one aspect of the distribution and ignore the rest of them, offering an
incomplete view. In order to do so, distributions need to be represented as histograms (i.e. binned
representations). In this work, we will make use of this representations to answer the question of
how different are the distributions of participation in online communities. Can we see significantly
different participation distributions? Do the shapes depend on the community size or age? Does
the shape distribution evolve through time for a given community?
More precisely, we will focus in the participation of contributors in wikis (i.e. editors) and we
will compare three approaches for representing the participation distribution in wikis: the Gini
coefficient, the distribution of edits across editors, and the Lorenz curve. The first approach is non-
symbolic as uses a summary measure, more precisely, an inequality measure. While the last two are
symbolic, one using the histogram describing the observed frequency distribution, and the other a
special kind of histogram-like distribution, the Lorenz curve which is a cumulative distribution that
represents the proportion of overall participation (edits) carried out by the bottom x% of the editors.
Unlike the observed participation distribution, the Lorenz curve is a dimensionless distribution
bounded by the range [0,1], which ignores the differences in terms of distribution location and
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spread and focuses in the distribution shape. We will try to shed light on the above questions
analyzing the different participation profiles in wikis with the help of clustering analysis for classic
and distributional data (Irpino et al. (2006)).
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